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aggregate cost, of optional government expenditure, it is
clear that, just as an individual will get more satisfaction
out of his income by maintaining a certain balance between
different sorts of expenditure, so also will a community
through its government. The principle of balance in both
cases is provided by the postulate that resources should be
so distributed among different uses that the marginal return
of satisfaction is the same for all of them. Evidently this is
true of the non-transfer expenditure of governments, so far
as this is not already determined by past contracts. Among
various forms of optional transfer expenditure the same
principle evidently holds ; and — though here the matter is
more difficult to envisage clearly — it also holds between
.optional non-transfer expenditure in general and optional
transfer expenditure in general. Expenditure should be distri-
buted between battleships and Poor Relief in such wise that
the last shilling devoted to each of them yields the same
return of satisfaction. We have here, so far as theory goes,
a test by means of which the distribution of expenditure
along different lines can be settled.1
§ 4. This method of approach suggests an analogous test
for determining how large government expenditure in the
aggregate ought to be. If a community were literally a
unitary being, with the government as its brain, expenditure
should be pushed in all directions up to the point at which
the satisfaction obtained from the last shilling expended is
equal to the satisfaction lost in respect of the last shilling
called up on government service. This last, or " marginal"
shilling is, of course, to be regarded as made up of parts
contributed by all of the separate contributors to govern-
ment funds in proportion to their respective contributions,
not as the last shilling taken from the poorest contributor.
So interpreted, the above conception, though, as will be
shown in a moment, it is not adequate to the conditions of
real life, nevertheless enables some useful, if fairly obvious,
deductions to be drawn.
§ 5. First, it enables us to see that the optimum amount
of government expenditure, whether for actual using-up or
for transfer from relatively rich to relatively poor persons, is
1 For a criticism of the view that the concept of sacrifice can properly
be used in this way and for a reply cf. post, Part II, Chap. I, § 3.

